Abstract. There are some problems existing in traditional image interpolation algorithms such as blockiness, blurring, etc. To overcome these problems, a novel image super-resolution algorithm based on edge detection and different filters was proposed. The algorithm firstly calculates an initial super-resolution image by Bicubic interpolation method. Then edge focusing is used to determine whether the interpolated point is on the edges. Finally, the intensity value of super-resolution image is achieved by calculating the weighting values of filters for the neighboring region. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm makes full use of the edge information and local features to obtain better performance.
Introduction
Super-resolution image reconstruction has become research hotspot recently and it is used widely in military reconnaissance, medical imaging, public security etc. Super-resolution image reconstruction technique is that in the condition of intrinsical imaging devices getting no update, adopting digital signals processing technique and taking advantage of low resolution of aliasing, obscure and included noise-including to observe images to get high-resolution images.
Image Interpolation is the easiest and most visualized method in super-resolution image reconstruction methods. In order to increase the visual effect of marginal area in reconstructed image, scholars put forward many interpolation algorithm [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] based on edge detection and the main idea of these methods is try to take the interpolation along but not getting through the direction of edge. Li ect [4] put forward NEDI (New Edge-Directed Interpolation). NEDI method improves the interpolation result of marginal area pixel, but its operation speed is slow. Zhou etc. put forward taking colorful images interpolation in YCbCr color zone, by testing whether there is strong edge in diagonal direction to determine pixel value of ready interpolation. Sajjad etc. [11] put forward one self-adaptive image interpolation method based on marginal multi-kernel. Wang etc. [12] put forward one adaptive gradient interpolation method based on edge orientation.
Protter etc. [13] use Non-local Means method [14] in vedio's super-resolution reconstruction. But the main defect is high operation complexity and it also needs many images with low-resolution as input. Bilateral Filter is one nonlinear filtering method [15] , and its desine philosophy takes the spatial information and luminance similarity of image into consideration. Bilateral Filter can retain marginal information more effectively and its operation speed is faster. So this paper proposed a novel super-resolution image reconstruction algorithm with better edge preservation effect and better noise proof ability.
Our Method
The specific algorithm flowchart is shown in Fig. 1 , firslty by taking the method of Bicubic interpolation to enlarge input image by N times to get initial high-resolution image, on which taking marginal testing to ensure whether the pixel ready for correction is in marginal area, secondly, take Edge Focusing. [16] have made conclusion after comparing that gauss operator is the best measurement operator to keep edge consistency in orthogonal transformation, and Canny operator is the measurement operator based on gaussian kernel function. Please refer to Eq. 7:
（7）
Among the about Eq. 7, and are the coordinate and is the length of gaussian filter. In order to detect edge exactly, this paper introduces Edge Focusing technology into Canny edge detecting. The core concept of Edge Focusing is that firstly using the detection result when the value of is higher, later decrease the value gradually and continuously observe and correct the detection result until the value decreases less than 1, for the specific process please refer to Fig. 2 . 
Experiment Result and Analysis
In our experiment images, as Fig. 3 shows. The parameter setting of bilateral filter: piece radius of 5, of 3, of 0.1. The parameter setting of nonlocal filter are: research radius of 20, of 3.5, piece radius of 3. This paper takes compare of methods and present 4 representative interpolation algorithm:Bilinear interpolation, BI, CC, ICBI [18] （Iterative curvature based interpolation）and NEDI [4] （New Edge-Directed Interpolation）.
From the datas in table 1, we can get the PSNR comparison of all the methods picked in this paper. Fig. 4 shows the result of comparison between reconstructed high-resolution image Forman and partial section of initial image by taking different methods. The experiment data proves that, the methods in this paper not only reserve the image edge information very well, but also correct the pixel in image flat area and has better robustness for image noise, which has certain improvement than traditional methods no matter from subjective visual effect or PSNR comparison.
Conclusion
This paper show our novel super-resolution image reconstruction method, firstly use traditional image interpolation method to obtain initial high-resolution image, secondly take correction on image different regions by taking different filtering methods to obtain final high-resolution image. The experiment result proves that, the methods in this paper not only take full advantage of filtering effect of different filters on image specific regions and keep the edge information and local features better, but also they have good noise proof ability and have better reconstruction effect comparing to other interpolation methods, so it is one practical super-resolution image reconstruction method. 
